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b is 
proposed to be replaced by A,x = b,, where the distances 11 A -A, 11 and 11 b - b, 11 and 
I( b - b, II have specified upper bounds and the choice of Ai and b, is governed by the 
requirement that Air= b, have a solution of reasonably (in some sense) small norm. 
Connections with Tichonov regularization and its generalizations are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When a linear equation 
Ax=b (1) 
is ill posed (see [7]), an attempt to solve it exactly either fails or tends to 
produce unacceptably large solutions. In case of failure (i.e., non-existence of 
an exact solution), we are often told to replace (1) by a problem to minimize 
II b -Ax]], where II . II is a suitable norm, usually Euclidean (in which case we 
speak of a least-square approximation), and we again face the inconvenience 
of large solutions. The following example may make our point clear. Here, 
we use the maximum norm, i.e., ]](x,,x, ,..., X,)]]m=max{]xj(:l< j<n}. 
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We define 
0.8532122 0.6488939 
0.9970919 0.7583188 
The exact solution of the minimal-residual problem is 
x*=[256526+j,-337298]r 
with lib-Ax*II,=$xlO-‘; to illustrate what the large size of x* may 
cause, let us replace x* by 
x(l) = [ 256526.3333, - 337298.0000] = 
to obtain 11 b - Ax(‘)ll 
other hand, let us tq 
= 0.3326973 X 10P4, almost 1000 times worse. On the 
d2) = [ 0.5209613, 0.5209612] r; 
here we get II b- AxC2)11, =0.4191753 X 10e7, worse only by 26% than 
II b - Ax* I( m. At the same time, the size of the solution has been reduced 
more than 6 X lo5 times. 
The purpose of this paper is to propose and investigate a procedure 
which leads to reasonably small approximate solutions. The novelty of our 
approach, to the author’s knowledge, lies in formulating and exploiting a 
rational definition of a compatible approximate solution of (l), provided that 
the potential proposer of such an equation is willing to admit that A and b 
are given inaccurately, and that he supplies upper bounds for this inac- 
curacy. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that a vector x in a normed vector space X is 
compatible with the error bounds h > 0 and 6 > 0 in the linear mapping 
A :X+Y and in the right-hand side b E Y (Y is another normed space), 
respectively, if there exist a linear mapping A, : X+ Y and a vector b, E Y 
such that 
IIA -&II ( h, lib-bill G 6, and A,x= b,. 
There is a surprisingly simple necessary and sufficient condition of 
compatibility: 
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THEOREM 1 With the notation as in Definition 1, x is compatible with 
h and S if and only if 
IJb-AxI1 Q hllxll +a. (2) 
Proof. See [3], Corollary to Theorem 1. N 
REMARK. In our example, x* is compatible with h = 6 = 10-13, but these 
error bounds express an overconfidence in the seven-digit data A and b. The 
solution xc’) is compatible with h = 6 = 0.3 X lo-', still in agreement with 
usual roundoff conventions. 
2. THE EXTREMAL PROBLEMS 
With the previous definition and theorem in mind, it seems attractive to 
pose the following problem: 
PROBLEM I. Given A, b, h,6, minimize llxll subject to 
(lb-Ax/l < hllxlj+& 
There are at least two reasons why not to attempt to solve this problem 
as it stands. First, it is not always the case that the constraint set (2) is 
convex, so that we could not use the elegant results of optimization theory; 
the constraint set may even be empty if h and 6 are too small. 
The second reason is equally serious; even if an optimal solution exists, its 
size may exceed the size of a minimal-residual solution (if the error bounds h 
and 6 are still too small), so that the purpose of the method, namely to 
produce small approximate solutions, is defeated. As an example, take (with 
the Euclidean norm) 
A=[;]> b=[;], h-6=0.6; 
the optimal solution of Problem I is x= 5.25, while the obvious minimal- 
residual solution x = 3 is compatible with, say, h = 6 = 0.75. 
To reformulate our objective more carefully, let us introduce two quanti- 
ties associated with the pair (A, b) in (1). 
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DEFINITION 2. Let X, Y, A : X+ Y, and b E Y be as in Definition 1. We 
define p&=inf{l\b-Axll:xEX}=distance (b; range(A)), and 
v,,b=supinf{llxll:IIb-Axll~p*+~,~EX}. 
e>O 
The subscripts A and b are omitted if they are understood from the context. 
REMARK. We always have p * < llbll, since OErange (A); on the other 
hand, Y* may be infinite for some pairs (A,b). It is easy to show that in the 
finite-dimensional case, v* is the length of a least-residual solution of (1) with 
minimal norm. 
DEFINITION 3. With the notation of Definition 1, we call the positive 
error bounds h and 6 realistic iff 
and unrealistic iff P*~,~ > hv*,,b + 6. We give no particular name to the 
equality case. 
For finite-dimensional problems, realistic error bounds mean that every 
least-norm least-residual solution is in the interior of the set of compatible 
solutions. 
An example of unrealistic error bounds precedes Definition 2, where 
p* = 3, v* = 3, h = S = 0.6, and we demonstrated that the set of compatible 
solutions is too small to include the least-residual solution. 
Fortunately, a modification of Problem I is available which overcomes 
this drawback. To motivate it, let us rewrite Problem I using an auxiliary 
variable. 
PROBLEM Ia. Given A, b, h,6, minimize F (x, v) = v subject to 
lib-Ax(l < hv+6 and ilxll=v. 
The second constraint is manifestly the cause of non-convexity, so let us relax 
it: 
PROBLEM IIa. Given A, b, h, 6, minimize v subject to 
lib-Axll Q hv+S and llxll < v. 
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Eliminating V, we obtain an equivalent (in the sense that its infimum is 
hv,+ S if the infimum of Problem IIa is VJ 
PROBLEM II. Given A, b, h, 6, minimize 
ma{ Jib - Axll, hllxll+8}-F(r). 
THEOREM 2 
(i) If the bounds h, 6 are realistic and x* #O is a solution of Problem II 
then IIb-Ax*II=hllx*II+6 and lib-Ax*(I>p*. Consequently, x* solves 
Problem I. 
(ii) If the bounds h, 6 are unrealistic and x* #O is a solution of Problem 
II, then 
p*=IJb-Ax*\), 
and in addition, if 1Ix*ll<v*, then Ijb-Ax*II>hJ(x*Il+6. 
In other words, a procedure for solving Problem II detects unrealistic 
bounds and solves the least-residual problem, ignoring the compatibility 
requirement. 
LEMMA 1. If x* solves Problem II and x* # 0, then 
(IAx* - blj > h(lx*ll+ 6. 
Proof. Assume that )/Ax*-bll<h((x*II+S, and define x~=(~+E)-~x* 
for 0 < E. Then, by the triangle inequality, 
and 
For a sufficiently small E > 0, we will have, by assumption and continuity, 
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so that IIAx,-b((<hllx~ll+6=(1+~)-‘~llx*ll+S<hllx*ll+6, since IIx*jl 
> 0, showing that F(3t,) < F (x*), which is absurd, since x* was assumed to 
solve Problem II. The lemma is proved. H 
LEMMA 2. If x*#O solves Problem II, then at least me of the following 
equations holds: 
IlAx* - bll = p* 
OT 
IlAx*- bll= hllx*ll+ 6. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and by the definition of p*, we need only disprove 
the simultaneous inequalities IlAx* - bll >p* and IlAx* - b(l > hllx*jl+ 8. If 
this is the case, then there exists a vector y such that IlAy - b(( < IlAr* - b 11. 
Define, for 0 < t < 1, 
x,=x*+ t( y-x*), 
and observe that the functions t+l(x,l( and t+lJAx,-- bl( are continuous 
(even if A is not!). Hence, there exists a t > 0 such that 
IlAx,- WI > hlldl+& 
and for this t (remember t < 1) 
II&- bll <(I - t)llA x* - bl( + tJ(Ay - bll < [[Ax* - bll. 
We have shown that F (x,) < F (x*), contrary to the optimality of x*. n 
Proof of Theorem 2. Part (i): The bounds h,S being realistic means 
p* < hv* + 6. We want to disprove IlAx* - b(l = p*; the conclusion will 
then follow from Lemma 2. Indeed, if IlAx* - bll =p*, the (IAx* - bl( < p* + 
E for all e>O; hence IIx*ll >inf{llxll:IIAx-bll <p*+e} and, by the defini- 
tion of v*, IIx*(l> v*. Consequently, 
contradicting Lemma 1. 
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Part (ii): Let p* > hv* + 6. First of all, if Ax* - b]] = h]]x*]J + 6, then 
hllx*ll -I- 6= IlAx* - bll > p* > hv* + S; 
hence 1) x* 1) > v*, so that the last implication of the theorem holds. 
Now, let the conclusion (/Ax* - b]] =p* be false. Then the number 
2s=]]Ax*-b]]-p* 
is positive, and, by Lemma 2, ]]A x*-b]] = hllx*JI + 8. Therefore, by the 
previous argument, ]]x*]] > v*. But then 
inf{ ]Jx(] : IlAx- b/l < p* + E) < v* < ]]x*]], 
so that there exists y such that JIAy- b]] < p*+e< (/AX* - b]( and 1) y(( 
<J]x*l]. Consequently, F( y)<F(x*), and x* would not solve Problem II. We 
have proved that J/Ax* - b(] =p*. H 
A few comments are in order about the possibility of x* =O. If 
a< llbll and P* < llbll 
[that is, if the size of the right-hand side b is above the admitted “noise 
level” and 0 is not a least-residual solution of (l)] then 0 does not solve 
Problem II. Indeed, there exists y such that (]Ay - b(l < [lbll; for sufficiently 
small t>O, we have 
lb% - bll < llbll and hll~~ll + 6 < IIWL 
so that F(ty)< G(O)= llbll. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that for 6 > ]I bll, x = 0 is the only 
solution of Problem II. The case 6 < I] b/l = p* implies v* = 0, so that the error 
bounds will be unrealistic for every h >O, and x = 0 is evidently among the 
solutions of Problem II. 
3. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS AND TICHONOV REGULARIZATION 
We assume in this section that x=0 is not a solution of Problem II. We 
will show first that there is an intimate relationship between the class of 
Problems II with fixed A and b and varying h > 0 and S > 0, and the 
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one-parameter family of problems 
Given A, b, and (Y > 0, minimize 
M~)(x)=lIAx-bll+cuI(xll. (3) 
THEOREM 3 (Sufficient condition). If x,# 0 solves (3), then for every 
h>Oand 6>0such that 
x, solves Problem II. 
Proof, If X, does not solve Problem II, then there exists y such that 
m4llAy-bllJ4l ~ll+~)~ll~~,-~ll=~ll~~ll+~~ 
consequently IlAy - bll < IlAx, - bll and 11 yII < IIx,(l, causing M(‘)(y) 
< M (l)( x CT ) a contradiction. 01) a n 
THEOREM 4 (Necessary condition). Let (see Problem II) 
hv,+S=inf,F(x). 
Then there exists a > 0 such that 
hv,+ 6 = 5 S+ & inf,Mp)(x), 
and every x0 solving Problem II solves (3). 
Proof. The Lagrangian of Problem IIa is 
L(x,v,X)=Y+X1(IIAX-bll-hV-6)+Xz(llxll-v) 
=(l-hh,-X,)v-X,S+X,IIAx-bll+h,ll;rll. 
(4) 
The set of A = (Xi, A,) > 0 for which (x, Y)+ L (x, v, A) is bounded from below is 
evidently the line segment h, = 1- hh, (note that v is deliberately uncon- 
strained). 
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The regularity assumption of Theorem 8.3.1 in [4] is clearly satisfied if Y 
is sufficiently large; hence there exists X = (hi, h,) > 0 such that 
v,=inf,L(x,r,h). 
We shall show that Xi #O. Indeed, if A, = 0, then L = 11 XII is minimized by 
x = 0, which would solve Problem II. 
Introducing 
A2 1-hh, (y=-=- 
hi hi ’ 
we have 
Q’ 
a+h 
and X,=L- 
a+h’ 
obviously (Y > 0, and a routine computation leads to (4); the last statement of 
the theorem is identical with the last statement of Theorem 8.3.1 in [4]. n 
The problem (3) resembles the minimization of the Tichonov functional 
(see [71) 
in imposing a small penalty for an excessive size of the approximate solution 
of the least-residual problem. 
In Hilbert spaces, minimization of (5) is accomplished by solving the 
ordinary least-residual problem in the space Y @X, namely (see [S]) 
which has the same Euler-Lagrange equation as (5). In the matrix case, (6) 
can be more sucessfully solved by Householder transformations to an upper 
triangular form than by solving the normal equations 
See [2], Sec. 12. 
Since efficient methods are available for solving matrix least-residual 
problems (1) and hence (6) in I, or 2, norms (see El]), it would be interesting 
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to investigate the connection between Problem II and the minimization of 
We shall go a step further, considering a monotone norm G on the e-plane, 
i.e., G is a norm satisfying G(u,,v,) < G(u,,u,) whenever lull < lusl and 
Ioil < lo,l. We can formulate the following problem: 
Minimize G(IIAx-bll,Ilxll) over VEX. (7) 
The functionals M,(P) are special cases of (7) with G (u,u) = (IujP+ (~pIuIP)i/p. 
Here is an analogue of Lemma 1, stating geometrically that for a 
non-zero solution x* of (7), the point (IlAx* - bll, Ilx*ll) does not lie inside the 
upper edge of its level curve with respect to G, if there is such an edge: 
PROPOSITION Zf x* #O solves (7), then for every E > 0, 
G(IlAx*- WI +G Ilx*ll)> G (lb* - bll, Il~*ll). 
Proof. In the opposite case, there would exist an E >0 such that 
G(IIA~*-~~~+E,IIx*I~)=G(IIA~*-~~~,II~*II). Taking x8=(1+6)-lx* for a 
sufficiently small S >O, we can prove, as in Lemma 1, that 
G (II Axa - 4, lIdI) < G(IlAx* - WY Ib*ll)t 
contradicting the optimality of x*. n 
A relationship between (7) and (3), which extends to Problem II via 
Theorems 3 and 4, can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 5 Given A, b, and a monotone norm G such that an x* #O 
solves (7), there exists an a > 0 such that x* solves (3). 
Proof. Introduce the “feasibility set” 
F={(u,v): thereexistsxEXsuchthatu> ((Ax-bll andv> IIxIl}. 
It is easy to prove: 
(a) F lies in the translated quadrant u > p*, u a 0, and contains the half 
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line u> ]]b]], u=O (set x=0); 
(b) if (u,v)>(u,,v,)~F, then (u,v)~F; 
(c) F is convex because the norms in X and Y are; 
(d) the point Z=((JAx* - b]], ]]x*l]) lies on the boundary of F. 
Hence, the ball G (u, v)< G :Z) is disjoint from the non-empty interior of F, 
and there exists a line 1 in the (u, u)-plane that separates the ball from F and 
passes through 2. If I were horizontal it would, by (a) and (b), and by the 
assumption that ]]r*/) > 0, intersect the interior of F. Therefore, Z has 
equation 
~+(~u=llAx*-b/l+allx*ll with cr>O, 
and since for every VEX, the point (((Ay-b]J,)( y]]) lies in F, we have by 
separation 
II&c/- bll + alI yll > IlAx* - WI + ~IIx*Il, 
proving the optima&y of r* with respect to (3). n 
A practical procedure to solve Problem II could consist of selecting a 
norm G, for which the solution of (7) is convenient [for example, in the sense 
that it can be written as a least-residual problem for (S)], and solve a 
parametric problem of minimizing 
Go (IlAx- WWI), 
checking whether the solution X~ is compatible with given error bounds and 
has a reasonable size. 
Caution must be exercised with X and Y normed by non-strictly convex 
norms, since x, need not be unique and inf{ ]I x, I] : x, solves (3)) may have 
jump discontinuities. This phenomenon was observed by F. D. K. Roberts [5] 
in the case of the Z,-norm, but it did not occur when Z,-norm was employed. 
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